RAPID CONNECT
Jumpstart Your U.S. Operations with
Quick Network Turn-up

CONTACT
624 South Grand Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90017
For more information about Wilcon
and the services we provide,

+1.888.600.2800
info@wilcon.com

BUNDLED SPACE, POWER AND INTERNET
CONNECTIVITY IN JUST 10 BUSINESS DAYS
Carriers, service providers and cloud startups: need to quickly establish
network infrastructure on the West Coast and fast-track your U.S.
presence? Wilcon’s Rapid Connect service allows global organizations
a scalable way to jumpstart their operations in the States.
Seamless. Cost-effective. Fast.
Establish a U.S. fiber footprint in as few as ten business days with
Rapid Connect. But it’s not just a quick network turn-up; it’s a
state-of-the-art one, too. Rapid Connect allows organizations to:
Scale with flexible space (½ cabinet, full rack, custom-sized cages) and power
Connect to multiple private and geographically diverse Tier-1 Internet
connections that ensure reliable access to the Internet from 10MBps to 100G
Leverage Wilcon’s three data centers strategically located in downtown LA at
624 South Grand Avenue (One Wilshire Building), 530 West 6th St. and 609
West 7th St. - SSAE 16 and HIPAA Certified
Directly connect to AWS and other cloud service providers
Rely on Wilcon’s award-winning, on-site technical support team, remote
hands options and carrier-grade proactive monitoring
Leverage Wilcon’s state-of-the-art colocation, power and reliable Internet
service — all bundled into flexible packages

www.wilcon.com

RAPID CONNECT
Jumpstart Your U.S. Operations with
Quick Network Turn-up

“YOUR ACCESS TO
THE PREMIER DARK
FIBER NETWORK
IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.”
WILCON HAS YOU COVERED.
Carrier-grade proactive monitoring
24x7 from Wilcon’s on-site NOC
and technical support team
Full-time fault management
Full-time trouble reporting
First 20 minutes of remote hands
support included for
each incident
Reboots included
Remote IP KVM available
at no charge
Equipment receiving and
temporary storage available
Technical assistance for
installations, migrations and
additional remote hands

LA AS A GATEWAY TO THE U.S.
With access to over 300 global networks and secure cloud infrastructure
on-ramps, Wilcon’s downtown LA data centers are connected over its fiber
network to every major data center and interconnection facility in Southern
California.
Wilcon customers also have access to over 500 on-net enterprise buildings
and more than 300 near-net buildings, along with content distribution hubs
and media and broadcast distribution centers.
About one-third of all Internet traffic from the U.S. to Asia passes through
One Wilshire, Wilcon’s key colocation hub.
Discover how Wilcon can jumpstart your U.S. operations.

About Wilcon

www.wilcon.com

Founded in 1998, Wilcon is the premier West coast provider of best-in-class ﬁber optic network
and data center infrastructure. As one of the largest ﬁber optic networks in Southern California,
Wilcon offers vast reach and diverse routes connecting major data centers, enterprise locations
and wireless communications sites, as well as the most dense ﬁber and interconnection
infrastructure in downtown Los Angeles. Wilcon delivers dark ﬁber and ultra-broadband optical
services for businesses, wireless carriers and other communications service providers that
ensure optimal performance for their mission-critical data trafﬁc and applications. Wilcon also
owns and operates leading data center and carrier-neutral colocation facilities in downtown Los
Angeles, including its key hub at the One Wilshire Building. For more information, please visit
http://wilcon.com/ or contact us at +1-888-600-2800 or info@wilcon.com.

